




Use this writing frame to annotate your 
drawings/paintings. 



TASK 2: Primary and Secondary Research 
Differentiated Annotation - Observational Drawing

DEADLINE: 

Grades 1- 3 Minimal Ability
A basic analysis of some of the questions. There is some descriptive language of your 
own artwork and how it links to the project, but this is a basic personal opinion.

Grade 4-5 Some to Moderate Ability
You will have attempted to answer most of the questions, demonstrating some 
understanding of how and why you have produced your artwork. You can say how it links 
to the artist and theme of Anatomy, using some art vocabulary to describe your 
materials and techniques. Presentation is neat.

Grades 6-7 Consistent Ability
You will answer all questions thoroughly and show a good awareness of why you have 
produced your artwork and how it links to your artist and the theme of Anatomy. You 
will fully extend your answers using descriptive language and key art vocabulary. 
Presentation is both neat and creative.

Grades 8-9 Highly Developed Ability 
You will answer all of the questions thoroughly and have an excellent awareness of the 
link of your artwork to both the artist and theme of Anatomy. You will fully extend and 
develop your answers using complex art vocabulary. Presentation is creative and 
imaginative. 



TASK: Annotating Your Artwork - Graded Sentence Starters - Help Sheet

Grades 1- 3 Minimal Ability
▪ In this drawing I have used……….
▪ The techniques I used when using this material were…….
▪ The positives and negatives of using this materials were……..
▪ It links to the theme of Anatomy because…..
▪ I could develop my work by……

Grade 4-5 Some to Moderate Ability
▪ In this drawing I have used……….
▪ The techniques I used when using this material were…….
▪ The positives and negatives of using these material 

were……..
▪ I have made my work look realistic by……….
▪ I think the colours I have used here work well together 

because……….
▪ It links to the theme of Anatomy because…..
▪ I could develop my work further by…….

✓ Refer to these 
sentence starts to help 
you analyse your 
artwork.

✓ You should analyse at 
each piece of your 
artwork created using 
a different material 

✓ So do not repeat 
yourself by saying the 
same things about 3 
pencil drawings for 
example.

✓ The sentence starts are 
graded to help you 
develop your answers.

✓ Think about the 
formality of your 
language and make 
sure SPaG is correct.



Grades 6-7 Consistent Ability

▪ In this drawing I have used……….
▪ The techniques I used when using this material were…….
▪ The positives and negatives of using these material were……..
▪ I have made my work look realistic by……….
▪ I think the colours I have used here work well together because………
▪ I added tone/highlights by……
▪ The shading techniques I have used on this piece of work are………….
▪ I have made the object look 3D by……….
▪ I have learnt………
▪ It links to the theme of Anatomy because….. I can develop my work by…

Grades 8-9 Highly Developed Ability

▪ In this drawing I have used……….
▪ The techniques I used when using this material were…….
▪ The positives and negatives of using these material were……..
▪ I have made my work look realistic by……….
▪ I think the colours I have used here work well together because………
▪ I added tone/highlights by……
▪ The shading techniques I have used on this piece of work are………….
▪ I have made the object look 3D by……….
▪ In this piece of work I like the way I have…………………………….
▪ I think my work has been successful because……
▪ I am pleased/not pleased with this piece of work because…………
▪ I have learnt how to……..
▪ It links to the theme of Anatomy because….. I can further develop it by

Key words to help:

• Media – dry (pencil, 
charcoal, chalk etc) or 
wet (paint, ink etc)

• Formal elements –
Pattern, shape, tone, 
texture, colour, line.

• Form, space, area, scale, 
proportion, perspective

• Blending, shading, 
harmonising, balance, 
rhythm, motion, 
composition.

• Mark making, cross 
hatching, etching, 
sketching, drawing

Useful words:

• Create, analyse, evaluate, 
explore, experiment, 
investigate, develop, 
compare, refine, adapt, 
consider, interpret, 
convey, apply, and 
combine, express.



Differentiated Annotation - Observational Drawing

Grades 1- 3 Minimal Ability
A basic analysis of some of the questions. There is some descriptive language of your 
own artwork and how it links to the project, but this is a basic personal opinion.

Grade 4-5 Some to Moderate Ability
You will have attempted to answer most of the questions, demonstrating some 
understanding of how and why you have produced your artwork. You can say how it links 
to theme of Anatomy, using some art vocabulary to describe your materials and 
techniques. Presentation is neat.

Grades 6-7 Consistent Ability
You will answer all questions thoroughly and show a good awareness of why you have 
produced your artwork and how it links to the theme of Anatomy. You will fully extend 
your answers using descriptive language and key art vocabulary. Presentation is both 
neat and creative.

Grades 8-9 Highly Developed Ability 
You will answer all of the questions thoroughly and have an excellent awareness of the 
link of your artwork to the theme of Anatomy. You will fully extend and develop your 
answers using complex art vocabulary. Presentation is creative and imaginative. 



Annotation Example 
In this drawing I have used biro. I have used techniques such as  hatching cross-hatching and stippling when adding tone. I 
liked using biro as it gave me the opportunity to be really precise and to work in a lot of detail. The negative that I found
using biro is that I found it difficult to gradually blend from light to dark with the pen. I have learnt that I need to be softer 
with the pen and use it on it’s side to achieve a blended look. Despite this, I feel that I have made my work look realistic 
and three dimensional by adding tone in the correct places and using directional shading to enhance the shape of the 
skull. I think using just one coloured biro gives the drawing a dramatic effect and accentuates the shadows and highlights. 
Stippling with my pen helped me to achieve a textured effect, showing all of the little imperfections in the skull. I layered
this with blended shading to create depth in my drawing.
In this piece of work I like the way I have achieved lots of detail and a 3D effect. I think my use of texture and tone has 
been really effective. 
I did this drawing to link in with my theme of life and death as a skull is a very common image used in my chosen artist’s 
work. I can see myself developing this drawing further by drawing flowers coming out from the skull. This will symbolise 
the fine line between life and death and will be in keeping with my chosen artist’s theme.

NOTICE THAT IT IS NOT REPETITIVE AND A RANGE OF SENTENCE STRUCTURES ARE USED TO HELP THE WRITING FLOW 



Clay Annotation Example 
In this model of a skull I have used the pinch pot method. I made one pinch pot and stretched one side to make it longer. I 
then manipulated the clay to achieve the shape I wanted. I hollowed out the eyes with my fingers and used a clay tool to 
engrave the detail. I am happy with the shape of the skull but I found it challenging to get the shape right from all angles. 
Looking at a 3D model helped me as I could see it from every side. I did this initial model as I am quite interested in 
developing this as an idea in response to Andy Warhol. I could develop this further by adding mechanical features to the 
eyes such as cogs. 

• Pinch pot-A mass of clay that is hollowed out by gradually pinching the sides and turning
• Tile-A rolled out piece of clay cut in to a square/rectangle
• Slab- A rolled out piece of clay
• Score-Scratching in to the clay in preparation for joining 2 pieces
• Slip- What you get by mixing clay with water- Slip is what holds pieces together 
• Attach- Say when and how you attached additional pieces
• Smooth- You might mention this when saying how you smoothed down the surface of the clay
• Shape- You can discuss whether you think you have successfully achieved the shape you want and how you have done 

this
• Mould/Sculpt-What you do to get it in to the shape you want
• Manipulate- How you mould the clay to get in to the shape you want it












